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The main purpose of this paper is to prove that if the tensor product 
G@ H of two strongly indecomposable finite rank torsion free modules 
over a dedekind domain has a locally free rank-one quasi-summand A, 
then G and H are necessarily also locally free and H is quasi-isomorphic to 
Hom(G, A). As an incidental spin-off, we obtain a new perspective on the 
duality first studied by Warfield in [7] and show that the various 
well-known natural maps associated with the adjointness of the tensor 
product and Horn are quasi-split monomorphisms or epimorphisms when 
the modules involved are locally free. 
In the study of finite rank torsion free modules over dedekind domains, 
locally free modules lie at the opposite end of the spectrum from quotient 
divisible modules. A rank-one module A is quotient divisible if and only if 
t(A) is idempotent and is locally free if and only if A is not p-divisible for 
any prime ideal p. More generally, a finite rank torsion free module G is 
locally free if and only if p-rank G = rank G for all prime ideals p. A Butler 
module is quotient divisible if and only if its typeset contains only idem- 
potent types, and is locally free if and only if its typeset contains only 
locally free types. The only modules which are both locally free and 
quotient divisible are the projective ones. In particular, if G is locally free 
and N is the nil radical of End G, then (End G)/N is projective. A 
homomorphism from a quotient divisible module with no projective 
summand to a locally free module is necessarily trivial. 
The results obtained in this paper form a striking contrast to those 
obtained in [6] and [4] for tensor products of certain quotient divisible 
modules. For locally free modules, it is very difficult for G @ H to have a 
rank-one quasi-summand. And in most cases (in characteristic 0, all cases), 
given strongly indecomposable modules H and K, there are only finitely 
many strongly indecomposable G (up to quasi-isomorphism) such that K is 
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isomorphic to a quasi-summand of G@ Zf. Furthermore, in most cases 
there is at least one such G if IT(K) 2 OT(H), so that in characteristic 0 
every strongly indecomposable locally free module with non-trivial inner 
type occurs as a quasi-direct summand of tensor products in non-trivial 
fashion. Although it is not known whether GO H, h GO H, implies 
H, h H,, it is clear that violations are much less common than in the 
quotient divisible case; in particular, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that, in 
characteristic 0, for given G and H, there could be at most finitely many 
such H,. 
The results here can be generalized, with appropriate modifications, by 
replacing the assumption that G is locally free by the hypothesis that for all 
prime ideals p, p-rank G = rank G or p-rank G = 0. Such modules are 
simply locally free modules over appropriate localizations of the ring. 
The terminology and notation in the paper mostly follow that of Cl] 
and [3]. All modules considered are torsion free with finite rank over a 
dedekind domain W. The subscript W is omitted in such expressions as 
G@ H, Hom(G, H), and rank G. The quotient field of W is denoted by Q, 
and the divisible hull of a module G by QG. An element cp E Q Hom(G, H) 
is called a quasi-homomorphism. We usually think of such a cp as a 
homomorphism from QG to QH such that wq(G) E H for some w #OE W. 
If cp is one-to-one then we call cp a quasi-monomorphism, and (following 
custom rather than logic) if p(G) is quasi-equal to H we call cp a quasi- 
epimorphism. We write G N H to indicate that G and H are quasi- 
isomorphic and G zz H to show that they are isomorphic. The category of 
finite rank torsion free W-modules with the morphisms being quasi- 
homomorphisms is fundamental to the study of torsion free modules and is 
treated in some detail in [ 1, Chapter 71. It seems that it is only in this 
category that one can expect much in the way of structure theorems for 
torsion free modules, except for certain very restrictive special classes. We 
have tried to avoid otiose repetition of the prefix “quasi.” Thus for instance 
by a split quasi-epimorphism is meant a quasi-epimorphism which splits in 
the category indicated above; if it is known in addition that q(G) = H, then 
we call rp a quasi-split surjkction. 
A module G is, of course, locally free if for each prime ideal p, G, is a 
free W,-module. Throughout the paper, the symbol A is reserved to denote 
a rank-one module. We let t(A) denote the type of A, i.e., the quasi- 
isomorphism class determined by A. If t I = t(A , ) and t, = t( A,), then we 
write t,t, =t(A,@A2) and if t,<t, we write [t,:t,]=t(Hom(A,, A,)). If 
A is locally free (as is always the case after Lemma 1.1) we call t a locally 
free type. For any G, IT(G) denotes the inner type of G9 i.e., the greatest 
lower bound of the types of all pure rank-one submodules of G, and OT(G) 
denotes the outer type, the least upper bound of the types of all rank-one 
homomorphic images of G. 
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1. WARFIELD DUALITY 
The fundamental paper on locally free modules is [7]. In this section we 
present a somewhat different perspective on Warfield’s results, recasting 
them in the form which will be required in Section 2 and extending them in 
Propositions 1.5 and 1.6. 
If A is a rank-one module and t = t(A), then for any torsion free G there 
are natural maps Q: A @ Hom(A, G) + G and p: G + Hom(Hom(G, A), A) 
given by a(a@ cp) = q(a) and p(g)(y) = y(g). We write G(t) = Image (r and 
G[t] = Ker p. If G = G(t) we call G t-saturated, and if G[t] = 0 we call G 
t-bounded. Equivalently, G is t-saturated if and only if IT(G) > t and G is 
t-bounded if and only if OT(G) < t. 
We say that a module H dominates a module G if Q Hom(G, H) = 
Hom(G, QH). It is easily seen [7] that H dominates G if and only if 
OT(G) < IT(H). If H is locally free and dominates G, then G is also locally 
free, since G is then a submodule of a direct sum of copies of H. 
LEMMA 1.1. Submodules and homomorphic images of t-bounded modules 
are t-bounded. If H is t-bounded, then so is Hom(G, H). If t is locally free, 
then t-bounded modules are locally free. 
Proof: If H, is a submodule or homomorphic image of H, then 
OT( H,) < OT(H). Now let F be an essential free submodule of G. Then 
Hom(G/F, H) = 0 + Hom(G, H) -+ Hom(F, H) is exact. Thus if H is 
t-bounded, then Hom(G, H) is t-bounded. Finally, if G is t-bounded and 
t = t(A), where A is locally free, then A dominates G, so G is locally 
free. 1 
LEMMA 1.2. For any torsion free modules G and H and any prime ideal p, 
Hom(G, H)r is a pure submodule of Hom(G, H,) = Hom(G,, H,). In 
particular, if H dominates G then Hom(G, H)r = Hom(G,, H,). 
Proof H is p-pure in Hr. Since Hom(G, -) preserves p-pure 
monomorphisms, then Hom(G, H) is p-pure in Hom(G, H,), 1 
LEMMA 1.3. If G is a locally free module, then for any torsion free 
modules H and K the map 8: Hom(G, H) @ K + Hom(G, H@I K) given 
by e(cp @I k)(g) = q(g) 63 k is a pure monomorphism. In particular, if H 
dominates G, then 8 is an isomorphism. 
Proof: It suffices to check purity locally at each prime. Then in light of 
Lemma 1.2 it is sufficient to see that the induced map Hom(G,, H,)@ 
Kr + Hom(G,, HP 8 Kr) is pure manic. In fact, since by hypothesis G, is a 
free IV,,-module, one sees that it is an isomorphism. 1 
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LEMMA 1.4 [7]. Let A be a locally free rank-one module and t = t(A). 
Then for any G and H, there are the following isomorphisms: 
(1) GzHom(A,A@G). 
(2) A@Hom(A, G)%:(t). 
(3) Hom(A@G, A@H)zHom(G, H). 
Proof (1) By lemma 1.3, Hom(A, A @ G) 2 Hom(A, A) 0 G z G, since 
End A z W. 
(3) Hom(A@G, A@H)xHom(G, Hom(A, A@H))xHom(G, H). 
(2) By lemma 1.3 and (3), since G(t) dominates A, A@Hom(A, G) 
x A@ Hom(A, G(t)) x Hom(A, A@ G(t)) zz Hom( W, G(t)) w G(t). 1 
DEFINITION. For any locally free rank-one module A and torsion 
free module G, we define the Warfield dual of G with respect to A to 
be A*(G) = Hom(G, A). We also write A**(G)= A*(A*(G)) and let 
p: G -+ A**(G) be the natural map defined by p(g)(y) = y(g). 
Warfield [7] showed that A* is in fact a duality on the category of 
t-bounded modules. We restate his result, along with some obvious 
consequences, as follows: 
F~OP~SITION 1.5. Let A be a rank-one locally free module and t = t(A). 
Let G and H be any modules and let o: A*(G)@G + A be defined by 
4~ 08) = y(g). Then 
(1) A*(G) is t-bounded, 
(2) A*(G@ H)zHom(G, A*(H))xHom(H, A*(G)). 
(3) If G is t-bounded, then for any H the map 8: A*(G)@ H + 
Hom( G, A 0 H) given by e(y @ h)(g) = y(g) @ h is an isomorphism. 
(4) The natural map p: G+ A**(G) is surjective and is an 
isomorphism if G is t-bounded. 
(5) Let I’? Hom(H, G)+ A*(A*(G)@H) be given by f($)= 
a( 1 @I/J): A*(G)@ H + A. If G is t-bounded, then I is an isomorphism. 
(6) If G is t-bounded and strongly indecomposable, then A*(G) is 
strongly indecomposable. 
(7) If G is t-bounded, then OT(A*(G)) = [t : IT(G)]. 
Proof. (1) Lemma 1.1. 
(2) This is just the adjointness between the tensor product and Horn. 
(3) Lemma 1.3. 
(4) Since p factors through G/G[t], it suffices to deal with the case 
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when G is t-bounded, hence dominated by A, and it suffices to prove then 
that for each prime p the localized map G, + A**( G)P is an isomorphism. 
But by Lemma 1.2 A**(G), = Hom(Hom(G,, A,), A,), and since G, is a 
free W,-module and A,, z W,, the result is then standard and easy. 
(5) For y E A*(G), h E H, and $ E Hom(H, G), f(@)(y @I h) = 
o(y 0 $(h)) = y(l(/(h)) = (&(h))(y), so that r is the composition 
Hom(H, G) + Hom(H, A**(G)) + A*(A*(G)@lY), where the first of these 
maps is induced by p and the second is the isomorphism given in (2). 
Hence if G is t-bounded, then I- is an isomorphism. 
(6) Clear from (5), because a quasi-decomposition of A*(G) yields a 
quasi-decomposition of A**(G). 
(7) The rank-one homomorphic images of A*(G) are of the form 
A*(B), where B is a pure submodule of G, and conversely. a 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A be a focalfy free rank-one module, t = t(A), and 
G a t-bounded module. Let 6: A + Hom(G, A @G) be gioen by 6(a)(g) = 
a@g and 8: A*(G)@G + Hom(G, A@G) be defined us in Proposition 1.5. 
Then rhere is an isomorphism A: Hom(G, H) z Hom(A, A*(G)@ H) gioen 
by A(cp)=(lO~pV~~6. 
Proof By the naturality of 8, A(q) = &‘( 1 @ cp), 6, and so A is simply 
the composition Hom( G, H) z Hom( A @.I G, A @I H) z Hom( A, Hom( G, 
A@H))xHom(A, A*(G)@H). i 
Remark. By Lemma 1.4, A induces an isomorphism A @ Hom(G, H) w 
(A*(G) 0 W(t). 
Remark. When G is t-bounded, since G zz A**(G) we also get an iso- 
morphism Hom( A, G @ H) z Hom( A*(G), H). For quotient divisible 
modules G a vaguely analogous result holds, namely Hom(Q, G 6 If) z 
Q Hom(AG, H), where AG is the Arnold dual of G [S]. 
2. RANK-ONE QUASI-SUMMANDS OF TENSOR PRODUCTS 
We begin with some straight linear algebra. If cp E Q End G, then by 
Trace rp is meant the trace of the extension of cp to a linear transformation 
on QG. We say that G has non-trivial trace if there exists cp E Q End G with 
Trace cp # 0. Throughout this section, A denotes a locally free rank-one 
module and t = t(A). Without loss of generality, we assume 1 E A G Q. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be t-bounded and let 6: A + Hom(G, A@G), 
o:A*(G)@G+A, and O:A*(G)@G+Hom(G,A@G) be defined as in 
Proposition 1.6 and Proposition 1.5. Then for cp E End G, Trace cp = 
o(l@cp)e-‘6(1)E w. 
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Proof Since A dominates G, Lemma 1.2 shows that it suffices to prove 
the assertion locally. Hence no generality is lost in supposing G free. Let 
g, , . . . . g, be a basis for G and let yi , . . . . y, E A*(G) be the dual basis. Then 
8-‘6(l)=~yi@gi and o(l@cp)8~‘6(1)=~y,(cp(g,))=Tracecp. Since 
a(l@q))8-‘6~EndAx W, then Trace (PEW. B 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be t-bounded and let 6, cr, and 0 be defined as in 
Proposition 1.6 and Proposition 1.5. Then the following statements are 
equivalent :
(1) G has non-trivial trace. 
(2) a: A*(G) @ G + A is a quasi-split surjection. 
(3) 6: A --t Hom(G, A @I G) is a quasi-split monomorphism. 
Furthermore, if N= Rad(Q End G) and C = Center( Q End G)/N), and G is 
strongly indecomposable, then these are equivalent to 
(4) C is separable over Q and (rank G)/[C : Q] is not a multiple of 
the characteristic of W. 
Proof: (l)*(2) and (3): By Lemma 2.1 if Trace cp # 0 then 
6( 1 @I (p)&’ 6 # 0 E End A z W, so that 6 and fl are quasi-split. 
(2)*(l): Let q~Hom(A, A*(G)@G) be a quasi-splitting for g. By 
Proposition 1.6, q = (10 (p)&’ 6 for some cp E End G. 
Then by Lemma 2.1 Trace cp = a~ # 0 
(3 ) * ( 1) : Analogous. 
(1) o (4): Let D = (Q End G)/N, a skew field if G is strongly indecom- 
posable. Write QG = X0 0 ... 0 X,,,, where Xi = N’QG/N’+ ‘QG and 
N m+ ’ = 0. In this way QG can be given the structure of a D-space, which 
we denote by X. If cp E Q End G and cp’ is its image in D, then 
Trace cp = Tracex cp’ = (dim. X) Trace&Trace,,, cp’). Now if C is 
separable over Q, then there exists cp’ E C with Trace,o cp’ #O, and 
Trace, rp’ = (dim, X) Trace,o cp’ # 0 if dim, X= (rank G)/[C : Q] is not a 
multiple of char W. On the other hand, if C is not separable then Trace,o 
is trivial. And from [2, Section 12.3, Proposition 8, p. 1431 it is clear that 
Trace, is trivial if [D : C] or dim, X is a multiple of char W, i.e., if 
dim, X= (rank G)/[C : Q] is a multiple of char W. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G be a locally free module with non-trival trace. 
(1) For any H, the natural map 6,: H+ Hom(G, H@G) given by 
6,(h)(g) = h @g is a quasi-split monomorphism, and the adjointness 
isomorphism Hom(X@ G, H) z Hom(X, Hom(G, H)) takes quasi-split 
monomorphisms to quasi-split monomorphisms. 
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(2) If H dominates G, then the natural map on: Hom(G, H) @ G + H 
given by oH(+ @g) = $(g) is a quasi-split surjection, and the adjointness 
isomorphism Hom(X, Hom(G, H)) x Hom(X@ G, H) takes split quasi- 
epimorphisms to split quasi-epimorphisms. 
Proof: Choose A so that t(A) = OT(G). By Lemma 1.4, to see that 
6, is quasi-split manic it suffices to show that A 06,: A 0 H + 
A @I Hom(G, H@ G) is quasi-split manic, and for this it suffices 
to show that the composition 6, ,s, “: A @ H + A @ Hom(G, H @ G) + 
Hom(G, A @ H@ G) is quasi-split manic. Hence we may assume without 
loss of generality that H dominates A and G. With this assumption, the 
map 8,: Hom(G, H)@G + Hom(G, H@G) from Lemma 1.3 is an 
isomorphism and if h E H then there exists q E Q Hom(A, H) with q( 1) = h. 
By the naturality of 6, ‘T, and 8, if cp E End G then cH( 1 @I cp) 0,9,(h) = 
oH( 18 cp) tI;*S,q( 1) = ~a,( 1 @ cp) 0; *a,( 1) = q(Trace cp) = (Trace cp)h. 
Thus clearly if there exists cp with Trace rp #O then crH( 1 @I cp) 8;‘6H= 
Trace cp E End H and so 6, and (TV are quasi-split as required. 
Now if cp E Hom(X@ G, H), then its adjoint in Hom(X, Hom(G, H)) can 
be factored as ‘~~6,: X+Hom(G, X@G)+Hom(G, H), and since 6, is 
quasi-split manic, if cp is quasi-split manic then its adjoint is too. Likewise 
the adjoint for $ E Hom(X, Hom(G, H)) factors as crH($ 8 1): X0 G + 
Hom(G, H) @ G + H, hence is a split quasi-epimorphism if $ is. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be t-bounded and for any H let A: Hom(G, H) 
z Hom(A, A*(G)@ H) and Z? Hom(H, G) xHom(A*(G)@ H, A) be the 
isomorphisms given by Proposition 1.6 and Proposition 1.5. Let cp E 
Hom( G, H) and $ E Hom( H, G). 
(1) If G has non-trivial trace and cp is a quasi-split monomorphism, 
then so is A(q). 
(2) If G has non-trivial trace and JI is a split quasi-epimorphism, then 
so is ZJ$). 
(3) Zf G is strongly indecomposable and A(cp) is a quasi-split 
monomorphism, then so is cp. 
(4) Zf G is strongly indecomposable and P($) is a split quasi- 
epimorphism, then so is $. 
Proof. Since r(#)=a(l@+) and A(cp)=(l@rp)B-‘6, Lemma2.1 
shows that r($) A(cp) = Trace Jlcp. Now if cp is quasi-split manic, then we 
can choose r,b E Hom(H, G) so that Jlcp is any desired endomorphism 
of G. Hence if G has non-trivial trace we can choose JI so that 
f(t,b)A(cp)=Trace$cp#OEEndAz W, and we conclude that A(q) is 
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quasi-split manic. Analogously, we see that if II/ E Hom(H, G) is a split 
quasi-epimorphism then r($) is also. Conversely, if d(cp) is quasi-split 
manic then the splitting map has the form r(+) for some tj E Hom(H, G), 
and so Trace $rp=d(ll/)d(cp)#O. Hence $cp is not nilpotent, so if G is 
strongly indecomposable then @p is a quasi-automorphism of G, so that cp 
is quasi-split manic. Likewise if ZJ$) is a split quasi-epimorphism, then II/ 
is also. 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a locally free rank-one module, t = t(A), and let 
G and H be strongly indecomposable modules. If G@ H has a quasi- 
summand isomorphic to A, then G and H are locally free and t-bounded with 
non-trivial trace and H w A*(G). Furthermore, t = IT(G and a 
maximal completely decomposable quasi-summand of G@ H has rank equal 
to rank(End G) - rank(ni1 rad End G). 
Proof Since a split quasi-epimorphism GQ H --) A must vanish on 
G[t] @I H, by Proposition 1.5 it induces a map A**(G)@ H + A, which is 
necessarily also a split quasi-epimorphism. By the Krull-Schmidt Property 
of quasi-direct decompositions, A is a quasi-summand of A*(K)@ H for 
some strongly indecomposable quasi-summand K of A*(G), and since K is 
t-bounded Proposition 2.4 yields a split quasi-epimorphism from H to K. 
Since H is strongly indecomposable, thus H - K, so that H is t-bounded 
and so by Lemma 1.1 is locally free and, by the proof of Proposition 2.4, 
has non-trivial trace. By symmetry, G is also t-bounded and locally free 
with non-trivial trace. Thus by Proposition 1.5 A*(G) is strongly indecom- 
posable and we conclude that H - K- A*(G). Furthermore OT(H) = 
OT(A*(G)) = [t : IT(G)] and so IT(G = t. Finally, this shows 
that a maximal completely decomposable submodule of G@ H is 
t-homogeneous, and thus corresponds to a maximal independant set of 
quasi-split monomorphisms from A to GO H- G @ A*(G) and hence by 
Proposition 2.4 and the fact that G is strongly indecomposable it 
corresponds to a maximal independent set of quasi-automorphisms of G. 
Thus the rank of such a maximal completely decomposable quasi- 
summand is as stated. 1 
Remark. Call two strongly indecomposable torsion free modules G, 
and G2 similar if there exist rank-one locally free modules A, and A, such 
that A,@G, -AI @ GZ. If G is locally free, then the Warfield dual of G 
determines a similarity class independent of A, since if OT(G) = t( A,) and 
t(A) > t(A,) then A*(G) x A*(A,)@ A:(G). Thus Theorem 2.5 shows that 
for any locally free strongly indecomposable G having non-trivial trace, 
there exists a strongly indecomposable H such that G@I H has a rank-one 
quasi-summand, and H is unique up to similarity. By [7] we can choose 
H=A’-‘G, where r=rank G. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a strongly indecomposable module and 
q E Hom(G@ H, A) a split quasi-epimorphism. Let ICI E Hom(G, A*(H)) be 
adjoint to q. Then G is t-bounded with non-trivial trace and $ is a split 
quasi-monomorphism. 
Proof. Since A is a quasi-summand of G@ H, for some strongly 
indecomposable H, c H, Theorem 2.5 shows that G is t-bounded with 
non-trivial trace, so that p: G + A **(G) is an isomorphism. Since A*(G) is 
strongly indecomposable, by Proposition 2.4 the map 1(/, E Hom(H, A*(G)) 
adjoint to q is a split quasi-epimorphism. Thus A*(+,) is a split quasi- 
monomorphism. But for gE G, he H, we see that (A*($,)p)(g)(h) = 
p(g)(~,(h))=~,(h)(g)=rl(g~hh)=~(g)(h), so that #=A*(hb. I 
THEOREM 2.7. Let K be a locally free module with non-trivial trace. Let 
G be a strongly indecomposable module and H a module such that K is 
isomorphic to a quasi-summand of G@ H. Then G is likewise locally free 
with non-trivial trace and is isomorphic to a quasi-summand of Hom(H, K). 
More specifically, the adjointness isomorphism Hom(G @ H, K) x 
Hom(G, Hom(H, K)) takes split quasi-epimorphisms to split quasi- 
monomorphisms. 
Proof: Choose A so that t(A) = OT(K). Then Proposition 1.5 yields 
the following isomorphisms: Hom(G@H, K)xA*(G@H@A*(K))w 
Hom(G, A*(H@ A*(K))) z Hom(G, Hom(H, K)), and it is easily seen that 
the composition of these is the adjointness isomorphism in question. 
Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.6 then show that split quasi-epimorphisms 
are taken to split quasi-monomorphisms, and that G is t-bounded, hence 
locally free, with non-trivial trace. 1 
An interesting consequence of Theorem 2.7 is that for given H and K, 
with K locally free with non-trivial trace, there are most finitely many 
strongly indecomposable G such that K is isomorphic to a quasi-summand 
of G @I H. It follows from Corollary 2.3 and the Krull-Schmidt Property for 
quasi-direct decompositions that if K is strongly indecomposable and 
dominates H, and H has non-trivial trace, then there is always at least one 
such G. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let G be a quasi-direct sum of strongly indecomposable 
locally free modules with non-trivial trace and H a locally free module 
with non-trivial trace that dominates G. Then the map p,: G + 
Hom(Hom(G, H), H) given by p,(g)(q) =cp(g) is a quasi-split mono- 
morphism. 
Proof: We may assume G to be strongly indecomposable. By 
Corollary 2.3, 6: G 6 Hom(G, H) + H is a quasi-split surjection. By 
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Theorem 2.7 the adjoint map (r’: G + Hom(Hom(G, H), H) is a quasi-split 
monomorphism. But a’(g)(rp)=a(g@cp)=cp(g)=p,(g)(cp), so that 
o’=p,. 1 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let G @ H = K@ K’, where G is strongly indecom- 
posable and K # 0 is locally free with non-trivial trace. Let G, E G. 
(1) If KC G, Q H, then G, is quasi-equal to G. 
(2) IfG,@HsK’, then G,=O. 
Prooj: ( 1) Let Kc Gr @ H and, without loss of generality, suppose K is 
strongly indecomposable. Then a quasi-projection G @ H + K restricts to a 
quasi-projection G, @ H + K and hence, by the Krull-Schmidt Property of 
quasi-direct decompositions, restricts to a split quasi-epimorphism 
G2 @ H + K for some strongly indecomposable quasi-summand G2 of G1. 
Since K has non-trivial trace, Theorem 2.7 shows that the composition 
Gz + G + Hom(H, K) is quasi-split manic. Thus G, is a non-trivial 
quasi-summand of G. Since G is strongly indecomposable Gz, and hence a 
fortiori G,, is quasi-equal to G. 
(2) Let $: G@ H + K be the quasi-projection. By Theorem 2.7 the 
adjoint II/‘: G + Hom(H, K) is manic. Since t+V(G,) = 0, thus G, = 0. 1 
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